FIRST AID TRAINING

- Produces trained workers who are valuable assets to their coworkers, families, and communities
- Exceeds OSHA training requirements
- Provides extensive hands-on training and realistic scenarios
- Uses life-like, interactive CPR mannequins
- Ensures optimal chest compression and rescue breathing techniques

HAMMER’s First Aid/CPR/AED Training Program provides over 1,650 Hanford workers with lifesaving training each year. Using the American Health and Safety Institute’s MEDIC First Aid curriculum, HAMMER delivers advanced training through hands-on, student-centered activities and realistic prop use.

Students learn to correctly provide emergency resuscitation and first aid until help arrives. Individuals who’ve received training of this standard are valued throughout Hanford and in the community.
CONTACT INFORMATION:
(509) 372-3143    |    HAMMER@rl.gov     |     www.hammer.hanford.gov

Training as Real as it Gets!